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Report by the Director-General 

1, Introduction 

The Director-General reported to .the Executive Board at its twenty-fifth 

session that the Economic and Social Council in its resolution 735 (XXVIII) had 

endorsed the proposal that
 u

projects, the planned duration of which is longer 

than the two-year period, be approved by the government concerned for the full 

duration of the project at such time as the project is first included in the 
, 1 2 

country
f

 s programme
!f

. The Board adopted resolution EB25•H52 on the subject。 

The Technical Assistance Committee further reviewed the country programming 

procedures during the thirtieth session of the Economic ancl Social Council in 

the summer of I96C), and the resolution adopted by ECOSOC at that time is attached 

as Annex 工- A brief account of the review is given in chapter 21 of "The Work 

of WHO in 19бО
п

。） 

2• Project programming 

2.1 As shown in Annex 工 ， t h e Economic and Social Council approved in principle 

a system of project programming and. requested the Technical ^ssi stance Board to 

submit to the Technical Assistance Committee at its 1961 sдгггпег session specific 

recommendations for simplification and improvement s in country prograirrniing。 
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 ha-d been expected that a TAB Secretariat draft paper on project pro-

gramming would be available in time for study by the Executive Board at its 

twenty ̂ -seventh session. However, we have now been informed that the TAB 

Secretariat will prepare the draft report of TAB to TAC on project programming 

on the basis of the paper submitted by WHO. and taking into consideration eomments 

on the WHO paper prepared by some others of the participating organizations and 

will circulate it to participating' organizations
：

some time in February, for con-

sideration by TAB at its., session in March I96I. 

2.3 Because of the importance of the proposed change in programming procedures 

for health projects financed from the Expanded Programme of Technical Assistance, 

the: paper, submitted by the WHO is attached, as Annex II, for the information of 

the Executive Board. 

2.4 The Director-General will report to the next session of the Board any 

further developments on the subject of project programming. 
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UNITED NATIONS 

ECONOMIC AND ； S Ô C T A L COUNCIL 

Distr. 
LIMITED 

E/RES/786 (XKX) 

3 August i960 

Thirtieth session Dual distribution 
Agenda item б 

RESObUT工ON ADOPTED BY THE ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL COUNCIL 

786 (XXX). Expanded Programme of Technical Assistance： 
Country programming procedures 

The Economic and Social Council, 

Having considered the proposals of the Technical Assistance Board on country 

programming procedures,工 

Recalling its resolutions 222 A (IX) of 14 August 1949, 5^2 В (XV工工工）of 

29 July 1954, 700 (XXVI) of 31 July 1958, and 735 (XXVTII) of 30 July 1959 on 

the planning and approval of country programmes, 

Reaffirming its belief that countries receiving aid should have free choice 

of carefully considered programmes and projects, including the means for 

implementing such programmes and projects, 

！ R e a f f i r m i n g also that participating organizations should continue to 

advise and assist the recipient governments in the planning and in the implemen-

tation of programmes and projects, and to review the technical aspects of the 

programmes and projects for which they assume responsibility. 

Believing that simplification in procedures of country programming is 

essential. 

Considering that such simplification can be promoted by éliminâting agency 

sub-totals from country targets and by eliminating the present system of planning 

shares of the participating organizations^ 

1

 E/TAC/97 
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1. Approves in principle the system of project programming recommended by 
1 

the Technical Assistance Board; 

2. Requests the Technical Assistance Board to submit to the Technical 

Assistance Committee at its' I96I summer" session specific recommendations for 

simplification and improvements on the above lines, in particular., by project 

programming^ the elimination of agency sub-totals from country targets and the 

elimination of the present system of agency planning shares. 

1132nd plenary meeting， 

, 3 August i960 

1

 Е/ТДС/97 
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Paper on Project Programming 

(prepared by the World Health Organization) 

ANNEX II 

18 November i960 

1. Background 

on country 

programming 

The Economic and Social Council in its resolution 786 (XXX) 

programming procedures approved in principle」a system of project 

unanimously recommended by the Technical Assistance Board and requested that TAB 

develop and present to TAC at its 52nd session (s-ummer I96I) specific recommendations 

for simplification and improvements in country' programming. It is necessary for 

TAB to develop its thinking on tha subject and to report to the.Technical Assistance 

Committee at its session in ъЬе summer of I96I. 

2» Introduction 

2.1 工n considering the question of & system of project programming.,- we have borne 

in mind our experience in developing, or helping to develop, programmes of assistance 

to governments in the field of health, as being relevant to the objectives of the 

•ТенЛпп'оя! Assis t-.яиое Committee Jn a.̂  opt lug pro.ieut programming. These may be 

outlined as follows: 

2.1.1 It is essential to safeguard a. planned project from its inception to completion 

(i.e. attainment of its objective) . Failure tcT do so may not only waste international 

resources contributed by other governments, but also, and even more importantly, may 

waste the slender resources of the recipient countries, 

2.1.2 The importance of inter-agency and of inter-ministerial consultation and co-

ordination is recognized, considering the inseparability of social, economic and 

health factors in the development of countries. However, at least in the health 

field, intra-agency and intra-ministerial consultation and co-ordination is of equal 

importance, since many outside organizations may be providing assistance in health 

work to the same government and со-ordination needs to be achieved by consultation 

between the ministry concerned, and the different agencies at the planning stage and 

particularly by co-ordination of both plans and operations in the recipient countries. 
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2.1.3 The Guiding Principles established for the Expanded Programme of 

Technical Assistance provide that "technical assistance for economic development 

of under-developed countries shall be rendered, by the.participating organizations 

only in agreement with the governments concerned and. on the basis of requests 
• •• • 

.received from them". 

2.1.4 The technical responsibilities of organizations that participate in the 

Expanded Programme of Technical Assistance, which need, no emphasis, require that 

their officers maintain,fairly continuous contact with Ministry officials and 

develop a comprehensive knowledge of the. situation in their fields of work in the 

country. They can thus advise and counsel on the technical aspects of Ministry 

plans requiring international assistance, including the feasibility of specific 

proposals at a particular period in time and their relevance to the priorities 

established within the Ministry. 

3 , Definitions ‘ 

3.1 Definition of a project; 

For the purpose of clarifying what' is meant, by "project programming" it is 

necessary to dèfine a project. In this context, a project is considered as an 

undertaking planned and executed by a Government or Governments, with the assistance 

of one or more of the participating organizations, to achieve a defined objective 

within a specified period of time. The international assistance; may be provided 

by experts, fellowships and supplies and equipment, or a n y o n e , of the three 

project,components. The government provides such counterpart personnel as are 

necessary, buildings, secretarial staff, local•transport and any other locally 

available services and supplies; normally the Government undertakes to continue 

or to follow-up the work of the project upon completion of the international 

assistance. 

3 . 2 Definition of Long-term projects 

Any project requested by a government which
:

cannot be started and completed 

within a single programme period (which is recommended to be one year - see 4 . below) 

should be considered a long-term project. Requesting governments and participating 
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organizations should plan projects to their expected completion date, but any 

projects continuing to require international assistance beyond the fifth year of 

operation will be subject to review) possible re-definition, and re-submission 

to and re-approval by the Technical Assistance Board and the Technical Assistance 

Committee for the period beyond five' years. The procedure for re—submission would 

be the same as for a new project. 

3 ,3 Definition, of. short-term projects 

Any project planned, to be started and completed within the programme period 

should be considered a short-terra project. 

4 . The programme cycle.and planning time-table 

4.1 The programme cycle and, planning time-table 

When the plan for the experimental two-year programme period was proposed, two 

considerations were advanced in support of the proposal: (l) the saving in time for 

both governments and participating organizations in preparing a programme, only every 

other year; and (2) the important advantage for the second year of having an additional 

twelve months to prepare to implement the programme. 

With regard to the first consideration, it seems obvious that the two-year pro-

gramme approved by the Technical Assistance Committee for I96I—62 has resulted in a 

saving of time for both governments and agencies. However, in October/November 1962 

it will be necessary for the Technical Assistance Board and the Technical Assistance 

Committee, to review and approve the 1963( —1964) programme which presumably will have 

been developed and. negotiated by the governments and agencies on a project programming 

basis. Once the programme prepared on this basis has been approved^ the work involved 

in the；negotiation, submission and approval of programmes should be considerably 

decreased, since only those long-term projects in which basic changes are proposed, and 

new short and long-term projects, will require to be negotiated with governments, 

submitted to the Technical Assistance Board and reviewed and approved by the Technical 

Assistance Committee. A considerable amount of time will be saved at each of these 

stages, and the Technical Assistance Committee will not be required, as 4-t is now, to 

re-approve each year those projects which are proceeding according to plan. 
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In this connexion, participating organizations should, for tecKriical reasons, 

thoroughly review each project with the government concerned at least annually, and 

it would seem reasonable and desirable that new projects and basic changes in 

continuing projects' be submitted to TAB and TAC annually. However/ for annual 

programme submissions to be satisfactory厂 and in order- to obtain each year the 

important advantage listed in the second of the considerations • in favour of the two-

year programme cycle^ planning, negotiation and approval, of programmes should Ъе 

advanced one year. If agreement were reached on this proposal
д
 it could be implemented 

as follows: 

19б1~19б2 Preparation of the I965-I96斗 programme on the same time cycle as followed 

in 1959-196O for the 1961-1962 programmé • 

• • . . • ' . . . •• , ., •. • •. . • 
1963 Preparation and approval of the annual programme for 1965» 

• . . . . . ： ''. ' . . ' • .. '. ‘ 

If the 1965 programme were approved by TAC in November of 1963participating 

organizations would have a year to plan the implementation of the programme, and this 

will certainly be reflected in the quality of assistance rendered to the governments
T 

projects. During 1964^ when the initial planning is being done for 1966， it would be ‘ ' .. ‘....；. ‘ .••.;.. • • •； .... - •“ .y.： 
feasible and desirable to review and if necessary revise the plans for Í965 which 

were first prepared and approved in I963• _ 

4.2 Establishment of country targets and question of planning reserves 

In establishing country targets under the
;
 project programming procedure, the 

setting aside of funds for continuing projects should be. recognized as a commitment 

which constitutes an absolute priority• Governments should be simultaneously 

advised of their total planning figures, and. of the amount required for continuing 

commitments; that, e.g,^ o.f $ 6〇〇 000. ava.il^blQ. for 19.65， only $ 55〇〇〇〇 could be 

considered as
 n

free money" for planning new. activities. since the bal алее of $ 25〇 000 

is.committed to continuing projects• 

It is suggested that TAB.e&tàblish country target figures on the recommendation 

of the Executive Chairman^ setting aside the funds required for continuing projects 

and based on considerations of relative need and of capacity of countries to make . 

effective use of assistance from international sources^ and the related political, 
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economic and social factors. Some method will need to be devised to avoid the possible 

danger that, in a single country, the long-term commitments of projects assisted by all 

of the participating organizations might over a period of years total in the aggregate 

more than a "fair share“ for that country• One method of avoiding the clanger would 

be for participating organizations^ when initially presenting long-term projects, to 

provide to the Executive Chairman^ in addition to the full details of the estimated 

cost for the programme period, the estimated total costs of the project for each of 

the succeeding years to the specified completion date. Thp TAB secretariat would 

analyse the total annual requirements for all long-term projects for each country in 

succeeding years, and should it appear that, the total cost of continuing projects for 

any country in a later year would be out of balance with the amount of funds for other 

countries^ the Executive Chairman would notify all agencies ar〕d request them to review 

the proposals and to modify the plans for commitments in future years in order to solve 

the problem. 

The question of "planning reserves" is also of some importance in connexion with 

project programming, and it is suggested that such reserves be held by (1) the 

participating organizations， perhaps derived as a percentage of their share of the 

estimated cost of the last approved programme^ for use in meeting the requirements of 

any under-budgeting and (2) by the Executive Chairman for use in rectifying balances 

among countries and for assisting the "small agencies"„ if necessary. 

5• Project submissions 

To be fully effective, project programming requires that, when a project is'first 

presented to TAC for approval, the description should include at least the following 

information; 

1. The nature of the project and its main objectives and relationship 

to any other similar or complementary project, if any, including assistance 

requested from other sources. 

2. The relationship of thé project to any‘general development plan 

or programme, 
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Types of assistance to be provided - experts, fellowships, supplies 

and equipment. 

The expected duration .of the project and its expansion or contraction 

during the period. 

5
#
 Estimated cost of project： - detailed breakdown for first year of 

� . • ... . , . • . ； • • ： . . . . . 

operation and total estimated costs for each year thereafter to 

completion. 
6. Estimated expenditure to be borne by the .government. 

7 . Availability of counterpart personnel and of candidates for 

fellowships and arrangements to toe made for national counterparts. 

8. Plans for future of the project after International assistance 

has been completed. 

9. Arrangements, if any, for integrating the project in the 

national development scheme. 

10. Criteria for annual and final evaluation. 

6. Project approval 

工七 is expected that, on the basis of the information planned to be submitted 

as described in 5， above, the Technical Assistance Ccmimittee will approve projects 

requested for their full duration, and that such projects will be re-submitted to
3 

and re-approved Ъу, Technical Assistance Committee only if ( D they are planned to 

continue more than five years, in which case they will be re-submitted, as described 

i n
 3.2 above, for approval of the period beyond the initial five years or (2) they 

have changed sufficiently, as described in 8 (b) 4 hereof, to require major revision 

and/or redefinition as to objective, etc. 

7 . Plans of Operation 

Normally, all "long-term" projects (see 3.1 above) will be the subject of a plan 

of operations agreed between the participating organization and the appropriate 

authority of the government concerned, which will be prepared in general along the 
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U n e s of the 七 a c t of the model plan of operations which appears in Annex I h e r e t o . 

Copies of agreed plans of operation shall be provided to the Executive Chairman for 

use, inter alia, in establishing country target figures for planning purposes. 

8 Review and revision (or redefinition) of projects by governments and 

participating organizations, including ma.jor changes in long-term 

projects requiring reporting to TAB 

(a) During the operational year.. The.method now in operation whereby the 

Executive Chairman approves major changes in approved Category I projects and the 

implementation of Category 工工 projects would continue to.apply. 

The present flexibility limitations should be maintained, provided that 

changes in programme delivery agreed between an organization and a recipient 

government do not carry with them c o n t i n u i n g comrnitraents. affecting the project a s 

approved in the succeeding year or years. 

Any Category. II p r o . j e c t proposed for implementation from savings effected in 

the Category I programme, and which continues into the ensuing yéar, should be 

called to., the attention of the Executive Chairman when approval for "up-grading" is 

requested. 

(b) From year to year. There are many factors which can appreciably affect the 

approved annual estimated costs of projects such as variations in the entitlements 

of individual experts and actual costs of fellowships w a r d e d , ^ c h a n g e s in the 

amount, nature and required delivery dates of supplies ancl equipment; it is 

envisaged that the following major changes in approved long-term projects would be 

reported to the Executive Chairman for approval: 

1 . Any increase in the approved number of experts which would be 

continued in subsequent y e a r s . 工 n case an additional expert is 

required for less than the programme period and where the flexibility 

limitation would not be exceeded, no such approval would be required. 

2 . If the approved project is composed of one element only, and it 

i s
 proposed to implement it with another ,or others. Thus an approved 

project composed of fellowships only could not be implemented by the 
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provision of experts and/or supplies and equipment without the 

prior approval of the Executive Chairman. 

3 • If the recipient government and the organization agree that an 

approved long-term project, should be discontinued^ and either a new 

project or one already approved under Category 工工 substituted. 

4. If the purpose^ objective or scope of a project changes to the 

extent that a new plan of operations is required to- redefine- the 

roles of both the government and the participating organization. 

5« If any change will result in a substantial change in estimated 

costs of the project as approved for the ensuing year or years
 e 

9• Programme changes required to be reported to, and/or approved, by the 
Technical Assistance Committee 

In view of the numerous references by members of the Technical Assistance 

Committee to the need to maintain the most complete flexibility possible in 

programme implementation under any project programming procedures^ and considering 

the nature of the responsibilities of the Technical Assistance Committee for 

programme review, it is suggested that, at least experimentally, it should be 

sufficient to report to the TAC such changes as have been approved by the Executive 

Chairman (as outlined in 8 above) at the next session of TAC. 

10. Advance commitments for long-term projects 

The 1961/62 programme which was submitted for approval is composed of: 

(a) Long-term projects already in operation for some time and due to 

Ъе completed in the next one/three years; 

(b) new or comparatively nev; long-term projects expected to continue 

into or through the period 1964-1966^ 

(c) short-term projects. 

The balance between short-term and long-term assistance to governments will 

vary slightly from year to year, but any arbitrary breakdown of the overall programme 

as between these types of projects might seriously impair the effectiveness of the 
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programme delivery to countries. The programme of assistance to government provided 

by a number of the participating organizations is essentially of a long-term nature^ 

and it should be clear that the nature. of the projects themselves in many cases 

determines their optimum duration. It has been found- moreover, that there has 

always been sufficient' flexibility in the overall programme to. .re-orientate it when 

sufficient funds have not been forthcoming. 

The assistance given to governments by the participating organizations under the 

Expanded Programme of Technical Assistance varies widely in scope and duration, and 

therefore the target planning figures communicated to governments should not be 

apportioned as between long and short-term projects, although the subsequent government 

requests to the Technical Assistance Board will be so divided. It is not envisaged 

that the introduction of project programming will of itself havë any effect on thé 

type of assistance now being requested by governments^ and it is therefore anticipated 

that the forward financial commitments of the programme should not change to any extent 

11. The place of regional (inter-country) projects in project programming 

It has been suggested by one agency ( 工 C A O ) that the percentage of funds which 

it be permitted to devote to regional projects be TñcreáS'éd from 12 to 20 per cent. 

It is believed that the need for regional (or inter-country) projects defines itself 

in the case of many types of activity. For example, the control of communicable 

diseases (whether of humans or of animals) by definition сarmot be restricted within 

national boundaries; some types of activities - such as training centres - can Ъе 

operated most efficiently and economically only if they serve more than one country. 

Furthermore> the situation varies from one participating organization to another， and 

even as among different fields of activity carried out within a single organization. 

Under these circumstances, establishment of a percentage limitation on the funds which 

can be devoted to such projects is at best artificial and at worst seriously impedes 

the technical assistance which governments need and want• 

It is therefore suggested that the percentage limitation for such projects be 

eliminated. Instead, the Executive Chairman, in establishing programme target 

figures for each year^ could set aside a national figure of 15 per cent, of the total 

estimated resources for the year being planned,, to be used for regional projects 
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requested by a group of countries, or by one or more. courrtries on behalf of a group. 

'Such projects would be developed by the participating or^aniza"tion(s) concerned and 

submitted for approval； in submitting such requests
д
 participating organizations 

• • . .•… ，.「...，..，… ...... . ..... . . 
should bear in mind the percentage of the national figure for regional projects. 

1 2

. Contingency - financed projects in relation to pro j ect r.pr-Qgramming 

The Executive Chairman's authority to approve projects for financing from the 

Contingency. Pund would be. maintained, although it would be .necessary for him to 

ensure that any such.project which was planned to continue into the succeeding year 

could and would be included in 七 h e government's, programme request for that year. It 

w o u l d be clearly understood tha•七.any such project, approved： by the Executive Chairman 
• i. •‘ ‘ ‘ 

in the initial year would, not,, except in an emergency, be eligible for similar 

financing in the second or succeeding years,.. Furthermore, the： request for any such 

p r o j e c t vihich would, be. considered "long-term" as, defined^ in 3,1 above would, include 

the . informa 七 i on described in 5 . above, and would be- - the subject of a plan of. operations 

d e s c r i b e d in в., to be negotiated by the participating organization and the government 
• . ..... . . “ ' ..... ..... - .. • ...•: • 

concerned. • — 

工 3 • Implication of Project Programming on the Obligation of Funds 

The following procedural changes would improve the operation of the programme, 

and would be logically associated with a system of project programming. 

13,1 Fellowships 
• . . . . . . . . • • • 

As the rules now stand， funds can be obligated for a fellowship prior to the 

completion of the arrangements for placement. Experience has demonstrated the 

desirability^ from a .technical as well as an administrative point of view, of arranging 

placement before letters of award are issued and the funds obligated for the full 

duration of the fellowship. In practice, at least one agency has for many years 

found this system most satisfactory and it is therefore suggested that the rules be 

amended along these lines. 

13•2 Supplies and Equipment 

Under the present rules relating to the obligation of funds for the purchase of 

operational supplies and equipment, it is necessary at the end of each financial 

year to re-allocate substantial amounts of funds to the participating organizations 
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on account of equipment and supplies ordered but not delivered within the financial 

year; This procedure is not only unnecessarily cumiDersome and time — consuming, but 

also seems to be incompatible with the concept.of country programming* It is therefore 

suggested that participating organizations be authorized to charge as an obligation to 

the current year's funds the costs, including transportation^ of project supplies and 

equipment for which contracts have been entered into prior to 31 Depember of that year. 

13.3 ghort-term Consultants 

In the case of short-term projects, ±
9
e» those approved for implementation and 

completion within a programme period, it can be foreseen that there may be instances 

where the recruitmen七 óf a short-term expert may Ъе delaye'd> resulting in the necessity 

to prolong his assignment beyond the end of the programmé period to complete the 

project. To meet such cases, we have, as a result of experience^ been authorized 

in the regular programme to obligate the costs of such short-term experts for the full 

period against the current year
T

 s funds. It is recommended that the present rules be 

amended in this respect so as to avoid the necessity of re-approval of a short-term 

project which may only extend into the ensuing programme period for some weeks or, at 

most， months. 
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TEXT OF MODEL PLAN OF OPHRATIONS FOR 

(name ..of project) . 

IN (country). 

.The Government of • • 

Government" and (name of the 

,•； ••“••••••.>. hereinafter referred to as "the . 

organization participating in the Expanded Programme 

of Technical Assistance), hereinafter referred to as ”（name of papticipating , 

organization)
, f

 ' 
• . . . . . . . . . • ‘ . ，， . . • - . 

Being desirous of obtaining mutual agreement, c.oncerning (name of project) in 

(name of country), particularly with reference to the purposes of the project and 

t h e responsibilities which shall Ьэ ,assumed by each of the parties. 

Declaring that these responsibilities will be fulfilled in a spirit of friendly 

CD-operation 

HAVE AGREED AS FOLLOWS 

PART 工 

Basis of Relationships 

The Basic Agreement concluded between the Government and the organizations 

participating in the Expanded Prograrnrie of Technical Assistance on 

provides the basis for relationships between the Government 

organization) in this project and the articles of this Plan 

interpreted in the light of the Basic Agreement. 

PART工丄 

Area 

(A summary description of the area should be given andj 

complete description included in the separate detailed plan 

paragraph 1•) 

and (name of participating 

of Operation are to be 

if necessary, a more 

referred to in Part V . 
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PART III 
:
"；.！ • . : ” 

Objectives •..::••..••..-•-…...• 

The Government, with assistance from, (name of pairticipating organiza/bion). has 

the following objectives in connexion with-this plan：
¡

 ‘ 

(Both final and interraediate objectives should be listed. The short-term 
' • • ' -R ‘ 

objectives to be achieved during the period of
:

. international assistance should be 

clearly distinguished from long-term aims or accomplishments expected from the 

Government after the withdrawal of international assistance.) 
‘ • 

PART IV 

Methods 

The parties agree to implement and develop activities according to the： technical 

methods and procedures recommended by (name of participating organization). • 

These methods are: (specify the main methods to be used, as adopted for the 

project). 

PART V 

Plan of Action 

1 . The Plan of Action for this project shall be as follows : 

(Here list the principal steps to be taken by the Government and (name of 

participating organization) in carrying out this project. In special 
• ; _ _ 、 . 

circumstances it may be necessary for a detailed technical and administrative 

plan qf action to be worked out separately^ in which ease the plan should be 

described, in broad outline and a paragraph added as follows： "A detailed plan ； 

of action for the project would be evolved by mutual agreement following 

discussions between the Government and. (name of participating organizatiO.ÎX).”• ) 
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2• Target time schedule 

(A target time schedule by calendar year is to be included in the plan of 

action, prefaced by the following: "The parties to this plan will undertake 

as far as possible to carry out their respective responsibilities according to 

the following target time schedule Î“ 

(a) show the dates by which the Government should make available supplies, 

equipment and personnel, buildings or other facilities for the commencement of 

the project； 

(b) show the times at which international advisory personnel are to be 

available in the field; 

(c) show the dates by which (name of participating organization) must ensure 

delivery of initial equipment or supplies and the schedule of subsequent 

deliveries； 

(d) wherever possible, show the time at which a certain action or phase of a 

project is to be completed (for instance in the distribution of supplies or in 

the collation of preliminary data as a basis for distribution of supplies, 

training of personnel, legislation, etc*).) 

3• Evaluation 

(1) The Government and (?iame of participating organization) jointly assume 

responsibility for evaluation of this project throughout its operation. The 

Government will continue evaluation after the period of international cô-operation 

The plan of operation^ ancl any detailed arrangements for its implementation, 

will be reviewed and modified by mutual consent whenever such action is considered 

necessary on the basis of an evaluation of the project, 

(Whenever appropriate for the fulfilment of the policy on evaluation, the 

.following sentence should be inserted: 

(2) The Government and (name of participating organization) will arrange for 

a special evaluation team to assess the work accomplished and make recommendations 

concerning future plans,) 
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The period. during wlnichassistance is expected to be provided by (name of 
• .• •‘ ‘“ •. • 

participating birgáhízation) for implementing the project is estimated to be 

(state period). 

The following shows. the text• :Gont'a'iried under Part Y , as an illustration of how 

the principles outlined, in Fart. V above have been applied to a typical WH〇 plan of 

operation for a supervisory team for a rural heálth services project in Ethiopia. 

1 . The plan of action for this project shall be as follows : 

1 Л The Government shall establish the rural health centres and provide the 

teams to staff them• 

1*2 The supervisory team to be provided by WHO will immediately after arrival 

in Ethiopia proceed to Gondar for tliree months in order to study on the 

spot the training.given to future health centre teams and to assess their 

capabilities for work when not under close supervision as at Gondar. 

1 •；5 The supervisory team will on complet i en of their period of study of the 

training given at Gondar proceed to Add is" Ababa where they will be based 

in the Ministry of - Public Health,' 

1 •斗 1ц
 :
 agreement with the Ministry of Public Health the supervisory team wi^l 

spend the next twelve moaths in visxtihg thé various rural health centres, 

operating on a schedule -to be drawn up in consultation vrith the Ministry• 

During these twelve.mpntbs-/ the team will be continually on travel status, 

and during these visits^ every aspect of the operation of each rural 

health centre will be cl.çs:ely' examined,
 :

ln particular the following: 

,.、.., The adequacy and effectiveness of the training received by the 

health centre staff at Gondar in relation to the actual work 

which they are required to carry out in the field. « • 

1Л.2 The pressure of curative ..work and its nature; the availability 

of referral services including skilled medical aid, 

1 . 
This period should cover the entire duration of all phases of the project. 
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1 T h e preventive work including midwifery^ care of mother and child, 

care of schoolchildren^ health education, vaccination and immunization 

procedures and improvement of the environment which can be undertaken 

by the health centre staff> and the methods employed in pursuit of this. 

Procedures for reporting communicable diseases and methods for 

combating disease in epidemic form which can toe undertaken by the 

health centre staff• 

1Л.5 The relationship between the health centre staff and the population 

served by it• 

1Л.6 The position of the health centre staff in relation to the administrative 

chain of authority in the provinces, and to the Ministry of Public Health. 

1 • 斗 . 7 The relationship between the health centre staff and other bodies 

working in the same area whose work might have an influence' on health 

matters. 

1，4,8 Administrative measures affecting the functioning of the health centres 

such as the establishment of an adequate budget^ supply organization 

and procedures, records and returns which are required or could be 

provided and the methods of providing these including appropriate forms. 

1 '5 The Government agrees that in the carrying out of its supervisory functions 

the team will have the functions delegated to it by the Ministry of Public 

Health, these functions to be exercised through the senior WHO adviser acting 

on behalf of the Ministry of Public Health and responsible in respect of these 

functions to the Director-General of the Ministry • In this respect the 

senior W H O adviser shall be empowered to introduce such modifications into the 

methods of operation of any health centre team as he may consider to be 

necessary as a matter of public health principle or justified by experience. 

Where, however^ any matter arises which involves the relationship between a 

health centre team and the provincial administration, be it at district 

(warrada), sub-province (awraja)' or provincial level, he should consult the 

appropriate administrative authority in the province and also the Ministry of 

Public Health concerning any changes which he may wish to propose, and the 

final decision will rest with "these authorities• 
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1.6 On the conclusion of the twelve months
 1

 period of continual supervision of 

the activities of the rural health centres, the team will return to Addis 

Ababa and prepare for the Ministry of Public Health a detailed report of 

their findings. covering all the activities listed in section 1.4 of this 

part and providing recommendations for the future organization of the 

services based on their experience, 

1.7 Based on the recommendations of the team as provided for in section 1.6， 

the Ministry will establish within its framework a section for rural health 

in which the international staff provided by WHO will act as advisers 

within their own fields of activity• At this stage of the project, 

counterpart personnel will be provided by the Ministry of Public Health. 

Target time schedule 

The parties to this plan will undertake as far as possible to carry out 

their respective responsibilities according to the following target time schedule: 

2.1 The Government will make available the necessary budget, supplies^ equipment 
•• •••' 

personnel^ office accommodation and other facilities for the commencement 

of the project by June i960. 

2.2 The WHO advisory team will arrive in Ethiopia during June i960 and, after 

initial briefing in Addis Ababa, will proceed to Gondar where they will 

stay until the end of September i960, when they will proceed to Addis Ababa 

and arrange with the Ministry of Public Health their travel schedule for 

visiting rural health centres during the next twelve months • 

At the end of September 1961 the international team will return to Addis 

Ababa and draw up its detailed report on the y e a r
f

s work，including their 

findings and recommendations. 

2.4 Commencing September I96I the WHO team members will assist the 

Government to organize within the Ministry ox' rublic Health a section for 

rural health admini s trati on. 
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5 . Evaluation 

The Government and WHO jointly assume responsibility, for evaluation of this 

p r o j e c t / throughout its operation. The Government will conti皿e evaluation after 

the period of international co-operation. The Plan of Operation, and any detailed 

arrangements for its implementation, will be reviewed and modified by mutual consent 

whenever such action is considered necessary on the basis of an evaluation of the 

p r o j e c t . 

/—The period during which assistance is expected to be provided by WHO for 

implementing the project is estimated to be three years._/ 

PART V I 

Administration and Assignment of Responsibility 

1 . The project will be conducted under the responsibility of the Government with 

the technical advice (and material assistance) of (name of participating 

organization). 

F i r s t Alternative. 

2 . The senior adviser provided by (name of participating organization) shall act 

as the chief technical adviser to the Government in the operation of the project. 

Other advisers provided by (name of participating organization) shall, under the 

direction of the senior adviser, act as advisers on the project in their respective 

specialities. 

Second Alternative 

2 . The senior adviser provided by (name of participating organization) shall 

undertake on behalf of the Government, and in close co-operation with the senior 

member of the team assigned by the Government, the immediate technical and 

operational direction of the project, the overall responsibility for the 

administration of the project remaining with the Government. The senior adviser, 

w i t h authority thus delegated by the Government, shall function as project leader 

until the transfer of technical and operational directions to the team assigned by 

the Government to work with the (name of participating organization) personnel. 

It is understood, however, that matters of governmental administration and 

financial routine shall remain the responsibility of the Government. 
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The method of operation shall envisage the gradual transfer of technical and 

operational direction to the team assigned by the Government to work with the 

(name of participating organization) personnel, at which time the team provided 

by (name of participating organization) shall function in an advisory capacity. 

3 . (Name of participating organization) shall be represented by 

in carrying out all the functions, activities, rights and iuties (name of 

participating organization) has provided for in this' Plan of Operation and any 

personnel appointed to the project by (name of participating organization) shall 

be responsible to (name of participating organization) and act under its 

supervision and direction, through In all matters concerning the 

technical assistance to be provided under this -Plan of Operation, the Organization, 
1 

through shall deal with . л 

PART VII 

Commitments of (name of participating organization) 

(Name of participating organization) agrees to provide under the Expanded 

Programme of Technical Assistance for economic development subject to the 

availability of funds the following: (personnel, equipment, supplies and • . 

fellowships), for which detailed cost estimates for each year are included in 

Appendix 1• 

1 . Personnel 

(Specify： where (name of participating organization) undertakes no specific 

personnel cc^mitments this item should read： "The staff of (name of participating 

organization) will provide such technical advice ana guidance as may be required 

for the successful execution of the project".) 

2 . Equipment and Supplies 

(Specify the main types of supplies and equipment. If specific requirements are 

not known but small amounts of supplies might be needed in the future, the following 

provision may be included! 

1

 Here insert the title of the appropriate Government Ministry or Agency. 
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"Equipment, supplies and printed material for the project may be provided in an 

a m o u n t to be determined by (name of participating organization) in accordance with 

existing policies", 

Passenger-carrying, and other vehicles which are to be included, as a ¿ommitment of 

(name of participating organization), should be described ás to type #) 

.The supplies.and equipment furnished by (name of participating organization) will 

b e disposed of as follows : (Here indicate the step-by-step procedure for the 

d i s p o s a l of the supplies and equipment.) 

W h e r e supplies and equipment are to be retained the following should be included: 

"Title to the equipment and supplies furnished by (name of participating 

organization) under ••• shall be retained by (name of p-mrticipating 

organization) until the termination of the international assistance at which time 

they will be disposed of 'in áccordarice with paragraph 3 of Part I X
й

. 

W h e r e bulk supplies and equipment are to be disposed of immediately^ the following 

should be included; "The equipment and supplies furnished. by..；. (n.ame of participating 

organization) shall be handed over to the. Government upon arrival at the. port of 

entry to the country against the appropriate receipts". 

Fellowships : 

(The number cf fellowships should be specified and included as a commitment under 

the p r o j e c t , w i t h mention that they should, be administered in accordance with the 

fellowship regulations of (name of participating organization)•) 

PART VIII. 
. . . . . • • ； . ： . . : ' , / : 

Cornmitments of the Government 

1 • The Government will provide all "personnel
5
 materials, supplies, equipment and 

l o c a l expenses necessary for the project except as provided in Part VII， including 

the following: 

(a) Personnel 

(Show all details of personnel. Specific reference should be made to the 

fact that a counterpart to the (name of participating organization) senior 

adviser will be appointed from the beginning of the project, in agreement 
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with the (name of participating organization). Preference should be given in 

this appointment and in appointments of counterparts for other (name of 

participating organization) experts to staff whom the Government intend to use 

for continuing project activities after the withdrawal of (name of participating 

organization) assistance.) 

(b) Premises 

(Specify•) 

(c) Supplies and Equipment 

(Specify, or say "except as provided by the co-operating agency necessary 

for the successful execution of the project"•) 

(d) Recruitment of Trainees, Stipends for Trainees^ any other special commitments 

with regard to personnel, supplies, equipmentor special expenses• 

2. The Government will also provide the following: 

(a) storage and internal transportât!on of (name of participating organization) 

supplies and equipment; 

(b) cost of necessary telephone^ telegraph and postal communications j 

(c) cost of fuel, maintenance and spare parts'̂ * for vehicles provided by 

(name of participating organization) (where pertinent)； 

(d) cost of public information in connexion with the programme'； and 

(e) cost of incidental expenses necessary for the successful execution of the 

programme. 

3 ‘ The Government will supply for the international personnel provided by (name of 

participating organization): 

(a) office accommodation, furnishings, equipment, stationery and secretarial 

assistance as required; 

(b) transportation at the duty station and within the country while on duty, 

including transportation from the place of residence to the place of work and 

return; 

Subject to local availability of such spare parts• 
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(c) assistance in obtaining suitable accommodation during the period of xheir 

official duties in the country; ' 

(d)
;
 . ..such other facilities as may be agreed upon between the Government and 

(name of participating organization). 

斗， Reports from the Government 

T h e Government will keep (name of participating organization) informed of the progress 

of the project. Such reports as are required will be prepared periodically by or on 

behalf of the Government and submitted to the parties, The appropriate staff will 

assist the Government in the preparation of these reports, 

5 . Publicatiors 

The Government and (name of participating organization) will consult regarding the 

publication, both national and international, of findings and reports compiled in 

connexion with the project. 

6 . Continuât：'.on of Pro.ject 

The Government will continue‘the programme within the scope of available resources 

after assistance from (name of participating organization) has ended. . 

7

. Accounting for (name of participating organization) supplies 

W i t h respect to supplies and equipment made available by (name of participating 

organization), the Government will be responsible for their receipt, warehousing 
a n d

 accounting. The.use of these supplies and equipmenL will be reported to 

(name of Participating organization) as provided for under paragraph 4 above, 

8 . Evaluation Facilities 

Evaluation facilities will be made available by. the Government to (name of 

participating organization) when necessary, including access to statistical and 

other records and assistance from statistical and other governmental services and 

use of their facilities, 

9 . Cost to Government 

The estimated cost to che Government of carrying; out its commitments in this project 

is (indicate cost in local currency and US dollar equivalent and give annual breakdown, 

When possible the statement oí' ücvernraent commitments should indicate that budgetary 

provision has been made to cover these costs.). 
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10. Third Party Liability
1 :

 • 

The Government shall assume full responsibility in respect of any claim against 

(name of participating organization)^ its employees and agents, arising in (country) 

in connexion with any assistance which has been provided. or may be provided by 

(name of participating organization) in connexion with the project. The Government 

shall defend at its own cost (name of participating organization)^ its employees and 

agents, with respect to any such claim. 工f the Government makes any payment under 

the terms of this provision, the Government shall be entitled to exercise all the 

rights^ claims and the interest which (name of participating organization) could 

have exercised against third parties• This provision.shall not apply with respect 

to any claim against (name cf participating organization) for loss, damage or injury 

incurred by a staff member of (ñame of participating organization)• 

Without prejudice to the generality of the foregoing^ the Government shall insure 

or indemnify (name of participating organization) for civil liability under the laws 

of the country in respect of vehicles provided for the project by (name of 

participating organization) for so long as (name of participating organization) 

retains the ownership thereof. 

11• Administrative Advice and. Assistance 

The Government agrees to afford to (name of participating organization) all necessary 

facilities to enable (name of participating organization) to provide at its own cost 

administrative advice and assistance to the programme relating to the handling and 

distribution of supplies and equipment and any other administrative or financial 

question which may arise in the operation of the programme. 

The liability clause need only be inserted in the plan of operation,, in so 
far as (name of participating organization) is concerned, where the Technical 
Assistance Agreement or the Basic Agreement of (name of participating organization) 
does not contain the corresponding provision. However^ if vehicles are provided for 
a project^ the second paragraph of the clause should be retained beginning with the 
words

 ,f

The Government shall insure ”. 
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1 . This plan of Operation 

w i l l remain in effect until 

participating organization) 

be necessary for winding up 

PART IX 

Final Provisions 

will come into effect upon signature by the parties and 

the international assistance provided by (name of 

is withdrawn^ including such period of time as may 

arrangements. 

2 . This Plan of Operation may be modified by mutual consent of the parties, 

3 • Upon termination of this project^ supplies and equipment furnished under 

Part V I I of this Plan of Operation to which (name of participating organization) 

has retained title shall be disposed of in accordance with the appropriate rules 

and policies and as mutually agreed between the Government and (name of participating 

organi z ati on)• 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF the undersigned^ being duly authorized, have signed this 

Plan of Operation, 

DONE in 

At 

At 

co-pies -in (language) 

on 

Рог the Government of 

on 

For (name of participating organization) 


